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Introduction 

In the post-industrial society, knowledge became a central source of growth in a fast changing 

business environment. According to the economist Fritz Machlup, who developed the concept of the 

Information Society, university is a center of knowledge production and teaching (Nikolov, 2009). In 

the attempt to keep a leading position in the educational market and more generally in the 

knowledge management field, Higher Education Institutions (HEI) make the move to serve the 

corporate training market. 

In the experts’ opinion, public funding is expected to decrease. It will lead to enhanced competition 

among education institutions for fund raising and to public-private partnerships (Learnovation, 

2008). HEI will have to reach new learning markets for revenue diversification purpose. In addition, 

from a cultural and political perspective, the public and the private sector are holders of opposite 

interests, respectively the public good and the individual profit. Then, the broader societal concern is 

to find the right balance between the public sector and private/market mechanisms in delivering 

public goods and pursuing socially relevant goals (Learnovation, 2008).  

In a first part, we introduce the corporate learning market and the technology-based contents for 

learning. After understanding their main characteristics, we study how HEI can play an active role in 

the corporate learning provision while diversifying their sources of revenue. We describe three main 

business models and we give an emphasis on their respective limitations. 

 

The market of corporate training 

Corporate training is also called professional training, vocational training or Continuous Vocational 

Education and Training (CVET). We can define the corporate training as an educational practice which 

is organized by a company for the benefit of its employees in order to reach better organizational 

performance. The landscape of CVET is diverse. Practices are different across countries, industry 

verticals and vocations. A common factor is that it always deals with adult education with the end-

purpose of better achievement in the workplace.  

Technology, products and markets move fast. Companies and their human capital have to adapt and 

even anticipate changing business conditions in order to innovate ahead of competition. Learning is a 
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key resource to trigger and direct organizational change and to support goal-oriented restructuring 

of organizations (Learnovation, 2008). Additionally, a training whose purpose is to develop 

employees’ particular skills to better handle the job means higher employee’s satisfaction and better 

individual contribution to the company performance.  

The design, the production and the animation of the learning activities can be organized in-house or 

performed by external agents, respectively $78.61 billion and $47.27 billion for US organizations in 

2010 (ASTD, 2010). In the case of outsourced training, external players are most probably coming 

from for-profit organizations. 

 

 
Figure 1: Corporate training provision 

Within the broader professional training market we find a number of external providers (see 

Figure 1): 

 
 Private training institutes (traditional or distance learning), 

 Training institutes of industry branch associations (development & operational costs 

sharing), 

 Universities (conventional, open and distance universities). “US companies spent 

$16.5 billion in tuition assistance supporting personnel who enrol in accredited 

degree-granting programs as part of employee benefits packages” (Ubel, 2010). 

The main advantage of the internally made training is its capacity to focus on expert knowledge and 

the possibility to take into account the diversity of the employees’ profile. This structure enables a 

great reactivity and an early anticipation of the future needs of the company. “For employees and 

organizations, a sustainable and significant system is capable of making the most of the internal 

training potential” (Martínez-Aceituno et al., 2010). However, in-house made training requires 

further investments, dedicated teams and new competences. Corporate Universities, or Academies, 

are well known examples of corporate training structures. They often refer to centralized activities 

that enable the alignment of top managers’ capabilities with the companies’ strategy. “Corporate 

universities aim at developing people and expanding organizational capabilities” (Allen, 2007). 

Considering the outsourced services, any specific development (tailor-made training) requires a 

major effort for coordination between the training supplier and the company. Yet training suppliers 

benefit from their dedicated resources and from a large client base from which they learn best 

practices.   
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Learning or Training? 

We consider that learning and training are close concepts mostly dependent on the nature of 

knowledge that is handled. Training preferably refers to procedural knowledge (know-how). Learning 

essentially deals with conceptual knowledge.  

In the midst of the industrial era, manufacturing had a dominant role. At that time, vocation 

essentially involved manual work. Working skills were often reduced to procedural knowledge 

related to the job: performing tasks and operational procedures. With the rise of the Knowledge 

Society, the human capital became productive and competitive factors. Higher capacity to think leads 

to efficient designs and to innovative products or services. The competences are multidisciplinary 

and highly conceptual, emphasizing on the immaterial production of ideas, on complex working 

processes and on the ability to make decision. 

 

Table 1: Corporate and Academic Learning (Ubell, 2010) 

 

Corporate Academic 

training education 

procedural learning conceptual learning 

behaviorism constructivism 

autonomous collaborative 

 

Within companies, CVET preferably follows a self-directed learning process. Employees are proactive; 

they choose their learning in accordance with their preferences, their needs and the managers’ 

prescriptions. In addition, behaviourism has largely been adopted by corporations (see Table 1). 

“Behaviourism claims that only objectively observable features of learning count, while 

constructivism sees learning as a process in which the learner actively builds knowledge” (Ubell, 

2010). 

Specialization and diversification 

The application of knowledge is specific to the business environment. Expert knowledge is centered 

on specific core products and services within various industries: extraction, manufacturing, product 

development, supply chain, marketing, and customer service. It is a strategic asset for competing in 

the respective markets. According to Jonassen (2003) findings, “there is a demand for more 

“authentic” learning tasks that match real world conditions, as well as the desire to have rich learning 

environments that offer a wide variety of in-context opportunities for discovery, inquiry, design, 

practice, instruction and constructive exploration”. Along with specialized learning, “there is a strong 

focus on the “interdisciplinary” dimension, expected to be a prominent feature of future approaches 

to knowledge, as well as a desirable step towards innovation of learning systems” (Learnovation, 

2008).  

 

Investing on learning 

As for HEI, corporate training includes direct and indirect costs for the learning provision and its 
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delivery. These costs cover the material expenditures and all the related expenses (facilities, faculty, 

etc.). However the main difference is that learners are employees. Consequently, the companies take 

in charge the employees’ training expenses (tuition fees, travel and accommodation) and they incur 

production loss due to the employee’s downtime. In some cases and depending on the country 

legislation, corporate training, in or out working hours, might be regulated by the state (see Table 2).  

 

Table 2: Continuous vocational training, 2005 (Eurostat yearbook 2010) 

 

 

e-learning in Corporations 

The American Commission on Technology and Adult Learning stated: “e-Learning is instructional 

content or learning experiences delivered or enabled by electronic technology” (ASTD, 2001). 

Technology enhanced learning is a practice that enables contents scalability (direct access to 

dematerialized learning), distance learning (anywhere) and a great flexibility of usage (anytime). It 

includes both the communication technology, as the Learning Management Systems (LMS) or the 

web conferencing tools, and the technology-based learning contents also called e-learning contents, 

learning objects (LO), digital resources or digital contents. 

The worldwide market for self-paced e-Learning products and services reached $32.1 billion in 2010. 

Western Europe accounted for the second highest expenditures (Ambient Insight, 2010). In 2009, 

33% of the $125.88 billion US corporate training delivery was supported partially or totally by 

technology (ASTD, 2010). The penetration of e-learning in corporations has been facilitated by a low 

shifting cost from traditional to technology enhanced learning. At the workplace, IS systems are 

ubiquitous and employees are familiar with ICT usage. 
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Figure 2: Type of learning resources (CrossKnowledge / FEFAUR / IPSOS, 2011) 
 
 
Tailor-made content is the first type of e-learning resource used in European corporations (see 

Figure 2). Its growth perspective is the highest in the corporate learning landscape. These dynamic 

market trends make the provision of technology-based contents a real opportunity for HEI to enter 

the corporate field. Universities can bring their disciplinary knowledge and their teaching abilities 

along the e-learning value-chain. 

 

Technology-based content 

In specialized disciplines such as Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) e-

learning contents permit new representation capabilities and new interactions with the learning 

objects that help construct individual comprehension. Papert (1993) states that “findings underscore 

the importance of constructing external models, both physically (with wood blocks, LEGOs, etc.) and 

“virtually” (drawings on paper and computer screens, simulation modelling with The Sims, etc.). 

These “visceral and virtual” modelling activities provide strong external supports for the internal 

model-making going on inside our heads”. Indeed, it is admitted that blended learning is more 

effective than pure traditional or virtual learning (Means et al., 2009). The combination of traditional 

and virtual learning (blended learning) contributes to diversify learning. In that respect, “we know 

enough now to encourage multiple learning approaches to match diverse learning styles and multiple 

ways of expressing understanding” (Gardner, 1999). Technology-based contents cover the whole 

range of products from a stand-alone illustration to a serious game. 
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Virtual and blended learning mean … extra-costs 

The main initial investments for traditional teaching are the time spent by the faculty members on 

the course design and the material expenses (printed material, books). In blended format, we add 

the upfront cost of the multimedia content development (see Figure 3). In fact, ICT development is 

known to be expensive due to the technology utilization (2D, 3D, real time, sound, videos, and level 

of interaction) and because of further project management activities.  

Due to technical constraints, the e-learning provision has to be anticipated. That implies a 

deterministic approach and high methodology standards to define the contents and to control the 

associated costs.  

 

 

 
Figure 3: Spending for blended corporate training 
 
This is often the scale effect that makes e-learning cost effective. As e-learning historian Paul 

Nicholson remarks, “E-learning in business and training [is] driven by notions of … cost reduction, 

especially in an increasingly globalized business environment” (Ubell, 2010). The entry in the 

corporate learning market is also the opportunity for HEI to develop their e-learning offer and to 

enlarge their user base. 

 

Content specifications 

Technology-based content is characterized by the disciplinary knowledge involved. Hereafter are 

some of the areas of e-learning projects in European companies (see Figure 4). Again, specialized 

training arrives first.  
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Figure 4: Domains for e-learning application in European corporations (CrossKnowledge / FEFAUR / 
IPSOS, 2011) 
 
We can define different levels of content specialization. The course can deal with general and 

transferable content; this is the case of generic courses (off-the-shelf modules) which can be 

distributed across various industries for a large number of users. General language education falls 

under this category. Otherwise, the content can be custom-made to an industry, for instance a sector 

course like a sales training in the food industry. Besides, the course can be internal to one 

corporation. A class on proprietary microprocessor products in a technology firm would be one 

example. 

One another feature is the relevance to the cultural context. Each course can be designed for a local, 

a regional or a global audience. “Forecasts refer rather to a move towards differentiation, both along 

local/context-based lines as well as personalization and tailor-made solutions. In addition, global 

economic uncertainty will lead to more comprehensive local development strategies, addressing the 

specificities of the territory through cross-sectorial approaches. They will promote local 

development, by investigating and addressing specific learning needs, thus becoming part of regional 

innovation systems” (Learnovation, 2008). These specification features have to be aligned with the 

HEI learning strategy and the HEI positioning. 

 

Granularity of the learning object 

The learning object granularity is the faculty of a content to be context independent and to be reused 

in different instructional contexts. Flamand & Gervais identified three categories of LO. “They 

distinguish the media objects that are less complex and context-free (image, video, animation, etc.), 

utilitarian objects (software for modelling, etc.) and learning objects composed of basic elementary 

information (facts, ideas, concepts, principles, processes). The granularity is a process that involves 

breaking down the digital content into smaller chunks or elementary blocks that have a pedagogical 

sense, also called grain. These grains can be re-combined and assembled to create coherent 

educational courseware” (Battou et al., 2010). “Learning objects have to be sufficiently broad in 
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scope to be meaningful to students and useful to faculty while being granular enough to be reused in 

various contexts” (Thompson, 2005). 

The granularity of the learning content is a key factor for its future adaptability to the context of the 

industry. 

 

Main business models for common e-learning resources development 

In this second part we present the main models for the shared provision of technology-based 

content. The business models are descriptions of the possible working and revenue flows between 

HEI and corporations.  

As we previously said, one of the main drivers for such collaboration is economical. E-learning 

content production is expensive. Then, one condition for e-learning institutionalization is to reduce 

the upfront cost and to enlarge the user base.  

In order to optimize the e-learning investments and under the force of HEI’ move for revenue 

diversification, HEI and firms can devise new approaches for what we can call a “lean learning 

provision system” 1. “Public-private partnerships are expected to increase in Education & Training 

(E&T) in the years to come, following a trend which is already in place, and is deemed able to 

combine the best features of each partner, producing a virtuous model of innovation and efficiency” 

(Learnovation, 2008). 

1) Business Model: development cost sharing 

The first business model consists of sharing the initial development costs between universities and 

corporations (see Figure 5).  

 

 
Figure 5: Development cost sharing 

 

This model is particularly adapted when some HEI and corporate members belong to the same 

community of practice. “A community of practice is a group of people who share a concern, a set of 

problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area by 

                                                           

1
 “Lean Learning Provision System“ is a supplying system of learning contents that involves only the necessary 

technology-based developments in order to avoid duplicates and waste of resources. 
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interacting on an on-going basis” (Wenger et al., 2002). An example would be collaborating 

investigation teams which decide to build together an up-to-date course on an expert content at the 

forefront of knowledge. 

Hereafter are some examples of possible collaboration: 

 Learning related to common investigation work, 

 Learning related to advanced technology / product development, 

 Learning related to advanced service development. 

Limitations 

 
As we already stated, public and private sectors have opposite interests. Nonetheless, this model is 

the one requiring the most of each partner within a collaborative framework. Consequently, 

universities and companies have to agree on common objectives in order to be successful. Both 

contributors have to design an appropriate governance to overcome all the four barriers of 

institutional change: cognitive, politics, resources and motivational. 

Among the traditional project management issues, the following items have to be adequately 

thought: 

 Areas of responsibilities in terms of learning content specification and production, 

 Areas of knowledge expertise, 

 Forecasted use in each institution, 

 Commercial agreement (development and operational cost sharing, intellectual 

property, distribution rights). 

The second risk for failure would be a low level of expertise from one of the parties. As an example, 

an HEI which doesn’t justify a leading position in the domain would signify low cost for the 

corporation to shift towards new partners in the academic arena. 

In the case of the distribution of the learning content towards new markets, HEI and corporations 

need to think of the content reusability in other organizational contexts. It can be argued that the 

learning content has to be context-specific, especially for corporate training. The granularity of the 

learning object might be the main lever to ensure context-free content usage across organizations. 

“It is a widespread hope that learning objects created in one organizational context will be routinely 

incorporated into different contexts. At present, it is the immediate organizational context of a 

learning object initiative that holds the most promise for addressing specific granularity issues such 

as the proportion of content relative to practice and assessment” (Thompson et al, 2005). This issue 

must be addressed and specified from the beginning of the collaborative work. 

 
2) Business Model: distribution rights 

The second frame includes revenue generation by reselling contents to companies. Universities take 

the initiative for the development; they are learning content providers (see Figure 6).  
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Figure 6: Distribution rights 

 

HEI make the “marketing” efforts in order to prospect among potential buyers and to secure future 

sales. This model is recommended for HEI which are highly specialized and recognized as pioneers in 

education. They have a good understanding of the fast changing corporate needs (market 

intelligence). They can anticipate future trends. In addition, they are willing to strengthen their 

reputation and/or monetize their learning contents.  

 

This model can be considered when: 

 
 HEI are specialized in a field where some businesses identified a skill gap (the 

academic investigation is advanced), 

 HEI master some fields of knowledge where companies are not willing to invest: non-

core capabilities, support functions as language education or computer skills. 

Limitations 

 

In times of economic uncertainties, the marketing effort is more demanding. In this scheme, 

universities take all the risks. HEI will tend to adopt short term market adaptation tactics where the 

potential clients view will be predominately considered. “This approach implies a number of 

shortcomings. An excessive interest in market adaptation may lead to lop-sided development of the 

training process: the educational institution turns into the mirror reflecting the corporation opinion 

and moulds its vision of the future only due to demands of the corporation” (Sitnikov et al., 2001).  

 

To compensate, HEI will mitigate the risk using the learning contents to address their own needs. 

Doing so, they will prioritize on short-term universities’ necessities instead of adopting criteria to 

guarantee the content reusability on the long run. The right balance between self-centred 

development and market adaptation has to be found. Again, the granularity of the content is a 

determinant factor. 

 

Finally, we see the risk to create confusion among the learning officers population with the Open 

Educational Resources (OER) offering. HEI might distribute OER dealing with the same disciplinary 

knowledge and on free access principles. 
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3) Business Model: content circulation 

Corporations select HEI and vice-versa in order to complement their learning offer. Strategic alliances 

are undertaken in order to provide cross-organizational learning provision (see Figure 7). 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Content circulation 
 
Specialization and diversification of E&T providers is expected to feature prominently in the 2020 

education scenario (Learnovation, 2008). This model will naturally strengthen the university-business 

relations within a learning ecosystem where corporations play an active role. The exchange 

mechanism is virtuous in the sense that it is symmetric and balanced between partners. 

 

This model suits the following situations: 

 
 Complementarity of learning needs and of learning offers. HEI provide conceptual 

knowledge based learning. At the same time, they are interest in authentic-learning 

in order to stimulate students’ critical thinking abilities and problem solving 

capabilities. Corporations provide real business cases while being interested in long 

life learning solutions that will maintain their human capital up-to-date. With longer 

working life and more diverse career paths, employees have to continuously refresh 

their general knowledge base,  

 Companies are willing to develop their relations with HEI. They want to attract new 

talents, 

 Companies donate their learning contents (philanthropy, branding). 

Limitations 

 

Companies might not be ready to open their learning resources. Knowledge is a strategic asset. To 

overcome that hurdle, companies would have to design modular resources in order to be able to split 

the sensitive content from the non-sensitive one. 

 

In addition, this business model is close to a trading system where learning contents are circulating. 

HEI and corporations will have to agree on an integrated approach for learning valuation, depending 

on the interest of each party.  
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Conclusion 

 
HEI enter the corporate learning market to defend a leading position in the educational market and 

for revenue diversification. This market, fragmented and highly competitive between suppliers, is 

characterized by its fast changing needs. In companies, the learning objective is to develop 

capabilities in order to better handle a job. Learning is often self-directed, authentic (in-context) and 

deals with procedural knowledge for observable results. From the company perspective, training is 

an investment on the human capital for long-term performance. 

 

Corporations use technology enhanced learning to benefit from the scale effect, from its flexibility of 

use and from its capacity to complement traditional didactics. The specifications of the learning 

content are set in anticipation and have to be aligned with the learning strategy: the content 

specialization, its relevance to the cultural context and its granularity. 

 

In order to optimize their investment in learning resources, HEI and firms can devise new approaches 

for what we can call a “lean learning provision system” 2. We propose three distinct models where 

HEI develop technology-based contents in collaboration with the private sector, sell the contents to 

the corporations or exchange their contents against corporate learning contents. Each business 

model best fits to some organizational contexts depending on the set of objectives, on the nature of 

the expert knowledge involved, and on both the positioning and capabilities of the institutions.  

 

In any case they contribute to: 

 “Foster public / private and school / company partnerships, 

 Assure public and private funding and stakeholders’ involvement, 

 Ensure bridges and flow of information between ICT for learning providers and 

institutions able to anticipate skills shortages” (Learnovation, 2008). 

We hope the present publication will contribute to develop the “capacity to drive ICT exploitation in 

education” (Learnovation, 2008) for the benefit of the organizations and their employees, might they 

belong to the public or to the private sector. 

 
 

  

                                                           

2
 “Lean Learning Provision System“ is a supplying system of learning contents that involves only the necessary 

technology-based developments in order to avoid duplicates and waste of resources. 
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